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Unified API Platform
Comtrade Unified API platform addresses key pillars of today’s API economy - APIs. With software
de facto taking over the world, one application at a time, application programming interfaces (APIs)
can have a positive effect on organization's profitability, agility and general performance. What is
an API then? It is a customer interface for technology products that allows software components to
communicate.
At Comtrade Digital Services we take APIs a few steps further. We have created a platform that
unifies everything that is of great importance to a modern business. Comtrade Unified API
platform provides a single interface across many APIs, data sources and services and allows you to
create “bridges over new found waters” almost instantly. It makes it possible for any organization to
get creative and innovative in adapting its business solutions to new needs and demands no
matter where they emerge.

○ Unified APIs

INNOVATIVE

ADAPTIVE

Fast production track
for new front-end functionalities.

Learn how to use APIs
and create functions
based on your wants
and needs.

PSD2 COMPLIANT
Be ready for regulatory and/or
industry standard changes.

○ Create New Opportunities
Modern business offers several opportunities for organizations that don’t stand still and want to
create something new or something better. In the world where market trends are rapidly changing
and new players are disrupting even the most established business models, every organization has
to adapt to constant changes. An effective way to get ahead of competition is by innovating,
reframing business models and services.
Technological innovation create new opportunities and new possibilities. By using Comtrade Unified
API platform, an organization can easily and rapidly innovate and introduce new features,
functionalities or services into its business and business solutions.

○ Benefits
Unified API platform is your answer to:

API Economy Delivers:

Business innovation
Adaptability and compliance
Competitive advantage
Fast time to market

Automation
Value and quality
Data integration
Unlimitless possibilities and scalability
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○ Missing a Piece of the Puzzle? Just Take Ours.
Digital Darwinism takes adaptation to whole another level. Organizations must adapt to new market
conditions as fast as possible in order to best serve their customers and their needs. Meeting client’s
expectation can be tricky as their demands can be few but far in-between.
Comtrade Unified API platform allows you to address the client needs in the fastest and best way
possible – by integrating APIs and extending your own solutions/services.
Comtrade Unified API platform can be used for transforming or adding storage, pre-processing,
interfacing and other functionalities (such as security) to your own core business solutions. It can also be
used as an engagement platform. Our Unified API platform also enables banking without walls as it is
fully compliant with the revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2). Creating truly digital and
transparent (financial) services and apps has never been easier.

Comtrade Smart Transformation platform

○ Achieve Compliance
By integrating new APIs, organizations can fulfil regulatory demands quickly, especially in heavily
regulated industries such as finance. The building blocks of the API economy are at the same time also
very transparent, so achieving compliance – however deep or wide it may be – is made even easier.

○ Shorten Time to Market Significantly
Improving product’s or service’s time to market can have significant business impact. Comtrade
Unified API platform enables fast adoption of several components and functionalities and therefore
critically reduces time to market. Comtrade Digital Services’s preassembled and automated solutions
help with instant value creation as well.
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